Curling Trainer
Training system for curling
Sport In The Box - Curling Trainer is a complete training system for curling. The system helps both
competitors and ice-makers to match and compare the retardation of different stones over the ice.
The system consists of four wireless photocells, four wireless player remotes, and one wireless
timekeeping unit. The photocells and reflectors are placed on the ice and aligned.
Normal placement of the photocells for training are Backline, Hogline, Hogline, Backline.
This also makes it possible to change the direction of play without moving the photocells.
The timekeeping unit is powered on and you are ready to start training.
Players now have one remote each, with a keypad and display. Using the belt clip, the remote can be
placed on the players waist. Each remote is individual and saves the result from its player. When a
player is ready to throw a stone he or she first presses the stone number and then the OK button on
the remote. Then throws the stone.
The photocells measures the time between backline-hogline and hogline-hogline.
These split times are immediately sent back to the remote, displayed and stored.
With the push of a button players can switch side from where they play, without rearranging the
photocells
Players can play stones in any order and results and statistics for each player are logged in the
remote. After a practice session, these statistics can be printed from the timekeeping unit.
One key feature on the curling trainer system is its usability. It has been developed with the user in
mind for every component, making everything very easy to operate. Every part of the system
is also wireless, which makes it fast and easy to setup the use the system on every practice.
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The Curling Trainer package also includes our curling trainer software that can
be installed on your computer. The computer can then be connected to the
timekeeping system via a standard USB cable.
The curling trainer software allows both coaches and ice makers to log and
present the behaviors of different stones. This is directly presented in clear lists
and diagrams which can be printed or saved. Here stones can be sorted and
compared by different sorting criteria.

System package


1 ATU-X, incl charger.



4 set P1-R Wireless Photocell with reflector and ice-plates.



4 pcs Wireless Remote for curling.



1Protective transport case



1 Curling Trainer Software for PC

Options


Printer for ATU-X with internal battery



Extra Wireless remote (for players or captain)



Extra P1-R Wireless Photocell
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